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-- IWeinterpret the task of credit assignment as the ability of a system:

(i)-to identify and distinguish strategy components;

; (ift) to associate with such components, in different regions of the domain of

confrontation, good and poor outcomes of a sequence of actions prescribed by the

strategy;

(iii) to improve the boundaries of these regions in minimizing the errors of.

misclassification of strategy actions;

-(iv) to estimate the overall quality of a strategy being the sum of the qualities

of strategy components weighted by the probabilities of employing them; s,
(v) to provide information for a meta-strategy that shifts the domain of

confrontation to those regions in which the strategy studied is most proficient and,

thereby, raises the effective quality of the strategy.

The paper describes the program QO-4 - the fourth module of a large

system, the Quasi-Optimizer -- which can accomplish the above tasks within certain

limitations..*:
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1. INTROUMTON

SHumans and machines make a vast number of decismons before an action is

selected. In turn, only a long sequence of actions may at times lead to some tangible

result that proves to be of some indisputable quality, ranging from excellent to

disastrous. For example, sophisticated chess players go through probably hundreds of

dec'4sionjunctions for each move. A game ends with a win, draw or loss after dozens of

moves. Which decisions and to what degree are responsible for the final outcome?

(Note that even a brilliant play, so recognized by expert annotators, may end with a

loss.)

This issue, usually referred to as the "credit-assignment problem," has drawn

much attention from the early times of Al on. (See. e.g., [1].) A recent article [2)

discusses a learning technique to identify useful conditions for applying operators in a

heuristic search for solutions. Positive credit is assigned to solution paths and

negative credit to failures; the extent of the credit depending on the level of success or

otherwise. The approach described looks promising and needs to be implemented for a

* non-trivial task environment for meaningful evaluation.

We interpret the task of credit assignment as the ability of a system

*(i) to identify and distinguish strategy components;

(i) to associate with such components, in different regions of the domain of

confrontation, good and poor outcomes of a sequence of actions prescribed by the

strategy;

(ii) to improve the boundaries of these regions in minimizing the errors of

misclassification of strategy actions;

(iv) to estimate the overall quality of a strategy; and

(v) to provide information for a meta-straLegy which shifts the domain of

confrontation to those regions in which the strategy studied is most proficient and.
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thereby, raises the effective quality of the strategy.

2. ON S &RArEIi. THEIR COMPUTE REPRSIETATION AMD THiK QUAM-OP7 MlMi

A strategy is a decision-making mechanism that observes and evaluates its

environment, and prescribes in response to it an action. This action, at the simplest

level, does not change for the same environment over time, is a single and one-step

',.. response.

We have extended this concept in several directions. Learning strategies no

longer are static. They improve the technique of evaluating the environment as well as

the selection of the action, on the basis of experience. The single (that is, one-

dimensional) action can be replace by a set of (that is, multi-dimensional) actions.

Instead of a one-step (momentary) action, we may have a sequence of actions that are

unordered, weakly or strongly ordered over time. Finally, the decision variables

defining the environment may also Include descriptors that characterize relevant

aspects of the history of the evironment.

All these extensions make our studies more realistic, taking into account

learning strategies, which can issue also multi-dimensional responses to complex

environments. The actions may be the results of long-range planning processes and are

based on both short-term and long-term considerations (tactical and strategic

S9:objectives, respectively).

ligre 1 about here.

We represent static strategies prescribing simple actions through decision

trees (DTrs)--see Figure 1. We note here only one representational extension. We have

developed a program that "freezes" the learning component of such a strategy and
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takes a "snapshot" of it in the form of a IY [3]. Another module [4] receives such a

sequence of snapshots and, if it is statistically justified, computes the asymptotic form

to which the sequence converges. We also note that the automatic generation of the

" computer model, the snapshot, can be done by the system being a passive observer or

"under laboratory conditions," according to some experimental design. The

experiments in the latter case are specified in one of three difTerent ways:

(i) in an exhaustive manner when every level of a decision variable is

combined with every level of the other decision variables;

(ii) by a binary chopping technique while relying on the assumption of a

monotonically changing response surface;

(iii) according to a dynamically evolving design in which the levels selected

for the decision variables, and the length of the whole experimentation, depend on the

experimental results obtained up to that point [5]. This module minimizes the total

number of experiments for a given level of precision.

The programs outlined above and the one discussed in this paper are some of

the modules of a large-scale system called the quasi-Optimizer (QO). The QO has three

major objectives [8]:

(a) to observe and measure adversaries' behavior in a competitive

environment, to infer their strategies and to construct a computer model, a

ndescriptfte themor, of each;

(b) to identify strategy components, evaluate their effectiveness and to select

the most satisfactory ones from a set of descriptive theories;

(c) to combine these components in a quasi-optimum strategy that

represents a normatit' theory in the statistical sense.

The present program is the fourth module of QO and we shall refer to it as

QO-4.

L~i2
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3. SOME ASSUMPTlONS AND TEAIWMOLOGY

We assume the existence of a critic that returns a single scalar value, the

quality measuw of the short- and long-term consequences of a certain strategy action

responding to a given environment.

A situation is a state of the environment described by certain current and

past values of a strategy-dependent set of decision variables. A strategy response type

is a set of responses, each member of which is in close proximity to the others. A

strategy component is a collection of situations grouped together on the basis of a

common response type.

There are two kinds of environmental features and both refer to a single

strategy component. Chzracteristic features are descriptive of a strategy component.

without reference to other situations and response types. Cbntrastiing features

distinguish between two strategy components sharing the same strategy response

type.

One can view the concept of a feature in two different ways. First, a

generalized view holds that a feature should comprise the broadest set of factors that

accurately describes a strategy component. Second, according to a specialized view,

features are made of factors that have an absolute certainty of being true for all

situations in a strategy component. Which view should be adhered to is a question of

the application as well as a trade-off between precision and computational complexity.

After some experimentation, we have found a reasonable compromise between the two

views that is both effective and efficient. A feature is the Boolean AND of the decision

variable subranges most frequently overlapped within a strategy component.

Contrasting features can also be approached from two angles, regardless of

which view we assume concerning characteristic features. Contrast can be stated in
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either "positive" or "negative" terms although both can lead to the same com;utational

results. With positive terms, we collect characteristic features which are held

5- exclusively by each feature set. The negative terms idea describes the intersection of

the two feature sets. Depending on whether the comparison between a situation and

positive or negative terms is cheaper on the average, we --and QO-4-- can choose one or

*the other.

Finally, some notational conventions. The components of a situation vector.

are the values of the decision variables characterizing the situation: 40,41) xP). 40- The

situation corresponds to a pathway on the DT. x. It leads to an action at the leaf level,

j. The k -th response type to which, say, a belongs is Ak The set of pathways leading to

an action within Ak is denoted by Rk. The quality of a given action. .j, in a given

situation is q(rj,a) --- q. for short. This measure is. in the first approximation,

independent of the strategy. (Long-range planning by the strategy and,

correspondingly, long-term consequences of the strategy response can affect the

quality measure.)

We shall be concerned with three subranges of the quality measure: 'bad',

'neutral' and 'good'. If the total, normalized quality range is (0,100), the respective

subranges are: (0,B), (B,G) and (G.100) - with boundary points Bl and L to be

determined by a learning process described later. The corresponding subsets of the

pathway set Rk are 4t), ) and .t G). When reference is made to one of these subsets,
without regard to quality values, we shall use the notation 14).

4. TH ALGOIUM AND A WALK-THROUGH EXAMPLE

In explaining the algorithm, we shall make reference to a sample DT shown in

Figure 2. Note that it is an extremely simple tree; the corresponding strategy has only

two decision variables and twelve possible actions.

4 . '.. ... "... - z. . " . " ' - "" "' i " _ .
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FIgure 2 about here.

QO-4 begins by extracting the characteristic features of the individual

(ungrouped) situations. This operation consists of simply forming the Boolean AND of

the subranges along the individual pathways. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 about here.

The fifth column in Table 1 contains the estimates of the probability of given

situations occurring. Unless the module QO-1 operates as a passive observer in

generating a computer model (snapshot) of the strategy to tell better, we assume a

uniform probability distribution of the decision variables over their total range,

normalized to (0,128). The probability of a situation occurring is then the product of

the relative length of the subranges through which the pathway in question passes. (We

note that QO-4 can also use observed probability values if provided by QO-I, or assume

that each pathway is equiprobable.) These probabiliLy figures then appear in the

computation of the estimated quality of the strategy,

,..Q Q= p(Ai)*q(rj,ai)

Next, the pathways are assembled into strategy components. Using + 2 as a

"tolerance level" for a response type, we get four strategy components. These and their

characteristic features are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 about here.

The Q* value calculated above will be the initial boundary point between the

"bad" and "good" quality subranges, and W') will at first be an empty subset. QO-4 then

calculates the characteristic features of RPI and the quality for each strategy

component. A learning process has been implemented to minimize the

.............
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siLua ion subrangs for straLegy "esLmato" of prob. of quality of
numbers decision variable response a vLtuation occurrin, action

i _ I X_ _ _ p°(dj q(rj.aj)

1 (0 19) (0 4) 8 0.006 80
2 (0 19) (80) 4 0.091 70

3 (0 19) (81198) 16 0.021 1s

4 (0 19) (99 128) i8 0.036 84

5 (20 53) (078) 5 0.161 41

8 (20 b3) (79 87) 13 0.01 5?

7 (20 3) (88 128) 20 0.084 36

8 (54 72) (063) 7 0.073 24

9 (54 72) (64 128) 22 0.074 63

10 (73120) (016) 8 0.o7 8

11 (73128) (17 104) 15 0.330 77

12 (73126) (105128) 27 0.081 39

Q :56.3

,. ... I............ ......
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misclassification of the quality of a pathway (a situation) on the basis of its features.

The boundary points It and Gi no longer coincide. The "neutral" quality subrange

between them is eventually filled with situations that would have changed from "bad" to

- "good" or the other way around, in the course of learning iterations. In analogy with

*.' the two types of errors in statistical hypothesis testing, the optimum location of B and

.G will minimize Type II error (accepting the quality of a wrong pathway) while Type I

error is eliminated (rejecting the quality of a right pathway), at the cost of pushing the

"dubious" pathways into the "neutral" quality.

The final results (omitting average qualities, probabilities of occurrence and

I4 values of strategy components) arc shown in Table 3.

Table 3 about here.

5. THE PROGRAM QD4 AND S1AIS11CAL PATIrRN RIXX)GNMION

We have used quality as a linear discriminant function (see, e.g. [7]) for

classifying strategy situations. To overcome measurement errors and other types of

noise, and to reduce computational complexity, we have introduced the concept of

strategy components. Strategy sina l-ins are classified on the basis of computational

results involving strategy cnnmpownt The price we have paid for the transition

between the two is some "fuzziness" in the discrimination criteria but the reliability of

the credit assignment has gained considerably.

We have to characterize the cases in which our approach is likely to be

effective. It seems plausible that whenever there is a significant correlation between

the environmental conditions and the quality function, QD-4 will produce useful results.

This implies that the strategy under study operates "reasonably' and in an

environment which has a large element of rule-bound behavior, although the exact

nature of the rules need not be known. It is under such conditions that the quality
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Qualitycuted Characteristic features of subranges for
strategy componentsp. ______XIAND X

R3  [(0 19) V (64 128)] A ((0 63) V (81 98)]

((20 53) V (73 120)] A ((0 70) V (88 1213)]

RM) ~ (0 128) A (0 128)

Contrasting features
(discriminating In [(0 19) V (54 1281) A [(0 63) V (81 96)]
this case only k1~b))

ThAiWk 3

Oil
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values are. to a large extent, causally related to what and why the strategy does.

6. TWO POSILE EXTENSIONS OF WORK

- We select two possible extensions of work out of many. First, the quality

function could return a vector value instead of a scalar. Each component would

describe how good a particular action is in regard to one single subgoal. (Think of a

chess move's contribution to King's safety, center control, mobility of pieces. etc.)

Such a case represents no conceptual problem for QO-4. It would go through the

analysis of credit assignment for each of the vector components.

The second extension is based on an assunption outlined before. Namely, all

strategies are "reasonable" and are, therefore, somewhat similar. If QO-4 processes a

* sat of such strategies and forms more reliable probability estimates, it can follow the

logic of a Bayesian classifier with very powerful learning features. Any discussion of

this, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.

7. SUMMARY

QO-4, a program aimed at the credit assignment problem is limited in several

ways. The nature of the strategies it can deal with, the environment, and their

simplified and potentially error-prone representation reduce the scope of the system

as well as introduce inherent imprecisions. Within these limitations and for the tasks

for which the QO system has been designed, QO-4 accomplishes its goal.

The generality of the approach has necessitated certain "safe" choices-such

as the way In which the discriminant function interacts with the system and the

averaging of its value over strategy components--in opposition to more informative but

domain-dependent possibilities.

-' 8. AMGOWLEWGMEMT
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Neal Mazur and Bob Cromp have converted the system from ALISP to

MACLISP. Tim Bickmore did the word-processing for the article. We all are grateful for

the support from AFOSR Grants 81-0220 and 82-0340.
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FIGURE 1 - A decision tree with n decision variables, .x4,., x., and m responses,

-Aj.

FIGURE 2 - An exemplary decision tree used in the explanation of the algorithm.

Each node is marked with a "Dewey decimal" index. The subranges of

each variable's normalized range, (0, 128), are shown. There are two

decision variables (x1 and xe), twelve different responses (e~s). four

response types (A's), and twelve quality measures (4s) normalized to

(0. 100).

TABLE 1 - Various values associated with all possible situations are shown on the

decision tree of Figure 2. The estimated quality of the strategy is

Q°op*()q(r, a1).

TABLE 2 - Strategy components and their characteristic features.

TABLE 3 - Some of the final results of QO-4 working on the exemplary decision

/!
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